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PANORAMA EDUCATION 

User Guide for Administrators 

This section describes how to access and make use of Playbook, an online platform designed for 

teachers to share, find, and validate classroom practices that work for their students. 
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Introduction: What is Playbook? 

Playbook is a dynamic online platform built to empower teachers. The idea for Playbook was sparked by 

conversations in our survey work with thousands of schools and districts nationwide. Playbook helps answer the 

question “What’s next?” for teachers after they receive feedback from their students. The teachers we engage with 

told us that they want professional development tools that are actionable, validated by their peers, and easy to 

implement in their classrooms.  

Playbook is the answer to those requests. Built by teachers, for teachers, every strategy, or “move” on Playbook, 

comes from a successful classroom teacher. Teachers validate the content with ratings and are encouraged to 

contribute moves to Playbook. The content on Playbook spans a range of pedagogical approaches, since no single 

strategy works for every teacher in every setting.  

By sharing Playbook with teachers across your district and encouraging them to use it, you will help Playbook 

become smarter over time. In the rest of this guide, you will find information you can use to help teachers in your 

school and district access Playbook and use it to find strategies they can use in their classrooms. We hope Playbook 

sparks enthusiasm for classroom innovation and professional growth across your district.  

Getting Started 

1. Login to Playbook 

The first time they use Playbook, teachers will access the platform through their survey reports from Panorama. Links 

to Playbook can be found in each topic page of a report as seen below. 
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We invite you and your district to dive into Playbook. Explore. Start using it as teaching teams and 

in classrooms. “Getting Started” below will help teachers in your school start using the platform 

right away. 

We also invite you to take a look at “Improving Classroom Practice” below for five ways we 

suggest teachers and teaching teams use Playbook.



Your district may also have chosen to place a link in the summary page, which will appear in a grey box similar to 

what you see below. 

The first time teachers log in to review a survey report, they will be asked to create a new account. [Please refer to 

the “Panorama Reports User Guide” for more information about this.] Playbook accounts are connected to report 

accounts, so the same login information works for both.  

We encourage teachers to explore and refer back to Playbook regularly. To log in again, teachers and 

administrators can bookmark the Playbook website (playbook.panoramaed.com) or return to Playbook through 

survey reports.  

2. Create a profile in Playbook 

The next step after creating a Playbook account is to make a profile. The first time users log in, they will be guided 

through a series of initial screens introducing them to the layout and content of Playbook. The final screen asks 

teachers to indicate the grade levels and course subjects they teach, as well as their years of teaching experience.  

The settings teachers select will help direct them toward content that is most relevant and useful. As teachers rate and 

explore moves, they will discover more and better resources, based on their individual interests and level of 

experience.  

3. Using Playbook 

After creating a profile on Playbook, teachers can explore the strategies and resources on the platform. The 

information below will guide you to the different ways that teachers and teaching teams can use Playbook. 
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• Explore Moves 

Each move on Playbook is a classroom strategy that has worked  

in a real classroom  and was vetted by other teachers. Moves  

are broken into three parts—Goal, Action, and Why This Works— 

 to allow teachers to put them quickly into practice. Playbook  

moves represent a range of pedagogical approaches, allowing  

teachers to pick which approaches work best for them and their  

classroom settings.  

• Add Moves to My Playbook  

When teachers find moves they want to try or explore further, they can add them to My Playbook to save them 

for later. In the “Improving Classroom Practice with Playbook” section, we outline some of the ways teachers and 

teaching teams can use My Playbook lists.  My Playbook saves teachers’ moves in a list. Teachers click the star in 

a move to add it to My Playbook. 

• Rate Moves  

After teachers try a move in the classroom, they can rate it to let other teachers know how well it worked. Rating 

a move will communicate to other teachers how effective the move is, while also helping the Playbook platform 

grow smarter over time. Great moves will rise to the top of the platform as “Highest-Rated Moves,” and less 

effective moves will eventually be removed. Teachers play an essential role in helping the platform become the 

best community of practice it can be.  
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• Find Research  

The introduction to each topic area in Playbook highlights relevant research, including journal articles, book 

chapters, and encyclopedia entries. In each move labeled Research, users will find a brief description of the 

article and a link to the complete text.  

• Contribute to Playbook 

Teachers know best what works inside of their classrooms. Please encourage teachers in your schools and district 

who are finding success in the classroom to contribute strategies to Playbook. 

In order to contribute a move, teachers should click “Submit a move” at the top of Playbook to begin the process. 

Improving Classroom Practice with Playbook 

We invite your school and district to try these five approaches to using Playbook. We have structured these 

approaches like Playbook moves, with Goal, Action, and “Why This Works” sections. These approaches are 

intended to be effective ways of introducing Playbook to individual teachers, school administrators, teaching teams, 

and teaching coaches and mentors.  

Our experience working with partners using Playbook it is most useful when teachers are given time and support to 

engage with the platform. To this end, please consider allotting time within teachers’ workdays when implementing 

the five approaches described in the following pages.
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#1 - Playbook for Teaching Teams 

Goal: Identify moves to try as a grade-level or subject matter team, and evaluate their effectiveness together.  

Action: During a regular grade-level or subject matter team meeting, ask each teacher to browse Playbook to find 

1-3 moves for the group to try. At the next team meeting, decide on a list of 5-10 moves that each teacher will try in 

his or her classroom and set a time to get back together to discuss the experience and results. Discuss what worked 

well and what fell short of expectations, and reflect on how effective moves improve teaching practice.  

Why This Works: Identifying and trying moves together as a team sparks conversation about new classroom 

strategies and motivates the whole team to incorporate new strategies into classroom practice. Reflecting on how 

moves improve the classroom and teaching as a team lends collaboration and support to the process of professional 

growth. 

#2 - Targeted Growth for Teachers 

Goal: Try three moves in a targeted area for growth. Keep a journal to reflect on introducing new strategies into 

classroom practice. 

Action: Use Panorama survey reports to identify an area with a high potential for professional growth. Browse 

moves in Playbook that are relevant to your topic area of focus. Choose three moves to try in your classroom to grow 

and improve in that area. Keep a journal to reflect on how the new practices change classroom dynamics and 

engagement with students. After trying all three moves and recording how it went in a journal, reflect on which 

moves you want to use again.  

Why This Works: Focusing on one topic area accelerates professional growth in an area with a high potential for 

improvement.  

#3 - Teachers Try One New Move Each Week 

Goal: Browse Playbook across every topic area and save moves to try to My Playbook. Use one new move every 

week for one month.  

Action: Log into Playbook and start browsing hundreds of moves contributed by teachers, capturing strategies that 

have worked in their classrooms. Save moves that you would like to try in your classroom to My Playbook. Refer 

back to My Playbook to try one new move every week for a set amount of time, such as one month. While you try 

one new move every week, keep a journal reflecting on the moves and your classroom. Continue or repeat the 

moves that work well, and drop the ones that are not a great fit for your classroom. 

Why This Works: Playbook offers a wide range of moves - quick tips and larger instructional interventions. By trying 

one move each week for a set amount of time, teachers quickly build a new set of strategies that engage their 

students and improve their classrooms.
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#4 - Principals and School Administrators Introduce Playbook 

in All-School Meeting 

Goal: Engage teachers to choose how to develop their own professional development plan and strategies.  

Action: Introduce Panorama survey reports and Playbook to your teachers at an all-school meeting. Encourage each 

teacher to browse the moves in Playbook to choose at least one move to try in their classroom in the next month. At 

the next all-staff meeting, ask several teachers to share their experiences trying the moves and to share their 

reflections on how Playbook moves improved their relationships with students and classroom practice.  

Why This Works: By setting a tone of enthusiasm for Playbook and empowering teachers to choose the moves they 

want to try in their classrooms, school administrators  bring professional growth to the forefront for every educator in 

your school.  

#5 - Playbook for Instructional Coaches 

Goal: Empower mentor pairs and groups to identify moves in areas of classroom practice with a high potential for 

growth. 

Action: In mentor pairs and groups, use Panorama survey reports to identify an area with a high potential for 

growth. Separately, the coach and the teacher find 2-3 moves in Playbook for the teacher to try in their classroom. 

From the set of 4-6 moves, the coach and the teacher agree on two the teacher will try in his or her classroom.  

After teacher tries the moves in his or her classroom, discuss the experience and the impact of the move. Did the 

move effectively engage the targeted area of classroom practice? When mentor pairs and groups are comfortable 

with trying new moves in the classroom, they can work together to write and contribute their own moves to 

Playbook. 

Why This Works: Incorporating Playbook into mentor pairs and groups combines personal professional growth with 

collaboration and mentorship. By identifying moves and reflecting together, educators learn and improve together 

while being personally empowered to choose moves for their own classrooms and push their own growth to new 

heights.  

Questions about using Playbook?  

Contact the Playbook Team at playbook@panoramaed.com
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